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Abstract. In this paper, we show a comparative study between four algorithms
used in features selection; these are: decision trees, entropy measure for ranking
features, estimation of distribution algorithms, and the bootstrapping algorithm.
Likewise, the features selection is highlighted as the most representative task in
the elimination of noise, in order to improve the quality of the dataset. Subse-
quently, each algorithm is described in order that the reader understands its
function. Then the algorithms are applied using different data sets and obtaining
the results in the selection. Finally, the conclusions of this investigation are
presented.
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1 Introduction

Usually, database contain millions of tuples and thousands of attributes, presenting
dependencies among attributes [1]. The essential purpose of data preprocessing is to
manipulate and transform each dataset, making the information contained within them
more accessible and coherent [2, 3]. The data preprocessing process involves choosing
an outcome measure to evaluate, potential influencer variables, cleansing the data,
creating features and generating data sets to provide to beyond core for automated
analysis. Data preprocessing is an important step in the knowledge discovery process,
because quality decisions must be based on quality data. The main tasks of data
preprocessing are: Data Cleaning, Missing Values, Noisy Data, Data Integration, Data
Transformation and Feature Selection [37].

A feature selection algorithm is a computational solution that is motivated by a
certain definition of relevance. However, the relevance of a feature as seen from the
inductive learning perspective may have several definitions depending on the objective
that is looked for. An irrelevant feature is not useful for induction, but not all relevant
features are necessarily useful for induction [34]. The existing selection algorithms
focus, mainly, on finding relevant features [4]. This is a process, in which the most
relevant characteristics are selected, improving the knowledge discovery database.
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2 Problem

Feature selection, applied as a data preprocessing stage to data mining, proves to be
valuable in that it eliminates the irrelevant features that make algorithms ineffective.
Sometimes the percentage of instances correctly classified is higher if a previous
feature selection is applied, since the data to be mined will be noise-free [5]. This is
usually attributed to the “curse of dimensionality” or to the fact that irrelevant features
decrease the signal to noise ratio. In addition, many algorithms become computa-
tionally intractable when the dimensionality is high [33].

Feature selection task is divided into four stages [6]: the first one determines the
possible set of attributes to perform the representation of the problem, then the subset
of attributes generated in step one is evaluated. Subsequently, it is examined whether
the selected subset satisfies the search criteria. These processes can be classified dif-
ferently depending on the stage in which we focus, in order to make this distinction in
three categories [7]: Filters, Wrappers [8, 9] and hybrids [10].

In Filters methods, the selection procedure is performed independently of the
evaluation function. In these can be distinguished four different evaluation measures:
distance, information, dependence and consistency. Respective examples of each one
of these measures can be found in [11–13]. Wrappers methods combine search in the
attribute space with the machine learning evaluating the set of attributes and choosing
the most appropriate. Hybrid models present the advantages that Filters and Wrappers
models provide. Since the feature selection is applicable to dissimilar real situations, it
is difficult to reach a consensus as to which is the best possible choice; this makes
possible multiple algorithms of this type [14].

3 Methodology

This section describes the type of scientific research used in the article along with the
research method and the development methodology. The type of scientific research
applied in this paper is descriptive-exploratory with an experimental approach.
According to the formal research process, a hypothetical - deductive method was used
in which a hypothesis was formulated, which through empirical validation was vali-
dated through deductive reasoning. It was established, based on the experimentation, a
mechanism for weighting the algorithm evaluation indicators in such a way that it was
possible to evaluate said mechanism when changing the dataset.

The following tasks are defined to obtain the results, after applying the appropriate
algorithms in feature selection:

Collection, integration, and data preprocessing. In this phase, the collection and
integration of different datasets, data transformation; as the case may be, and cleaning
in order to eliminate noise.

Definition and application of tests of the algorithms used for feature selection.
Based on the tests performed with the synthetic data, the imputation and the evaluation
of the imputation indicators were applied to apply the algorithms.
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Review of test results. The analysis of the data obtained in the allocation with the
algorithms was performed. Likewise, the complexity of the algorithms was calculated,
in order to determine their feasibility of implementation.

The basis of this paper, is based on the analysis and choice of algorithms for feature
selection. In this stage the case studies are of vital importance, the conclusions of this
research and machine learning algorithms used in feature selection.

4 Feature Selection Algorithms

4.1 Decision Trees

A decision trees are a representation in which each set of possible conclusions is
implicitly established by a list of known class samples [15]. Decision tree has a simple
form that efficiently classifies new data [16, 17].

These trees are considered as an important tool for data mining; compared to other
algorithms, decision trees are faster and more accurate [18]. Learning in a decision trees
is a method to approximate an objective function of discrete values, in which the
learning function is represented by a tree. These learning methods are the most popular
inductive inference algorithms and they have thriving application in various machine
learning tasks [19–21]. The theory of information provides a mathematical model
(Eq. 1) to measure the total disorder in a database.

isAver ¼ Pb
1
nb
nt �

Pc
1 � nbc

nb logc
nbc
nb

� � ð1Þ

Where: nb is the number of instances of attribute b, nt is the total number of
instances, nbc is the number of instances of attribute b belonging to class c.

4.2 Entropy Measure for Ranking Features

Ranking methods may filter features leading to reduced dimensionality of the feature
space. All the process is based on eliminating n attributes, without losing the basic
characteristics of the dataset. This algorithm is based on the measure of similarity S that
is inversely proportional to the distance D between two instances of n dimensions [22–
24]. The distance D is small with instances close to 0 and large with instances close to
1. When the features are numerical, the measure of similarity S of two instances can be
as shown in Eq. 2.

Sij ¼ e�aDij ð2Þ

Where Dij is the distance between the instances Xij and Yij, and a a parameter
expressed in mathematic terms (Eq. 3).

a ¼ � ln 0:5ð Þ
D

ð3Þ
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D is the average distance between the samples in the dataset. In practice it is close
to 0.5. The Euclidean distance are calculated as follows (Eq. 4).

Dij ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

k¼1
Xik�Xjk

maxk�mink

� �2
r

ð4Þ

Where n is number of attributes, maxk and mink are the maximum and minimum
value used for the normalization of k-attributes. When the attributes are categorical, the
hamming distance is used (Eq. 5).

Sij ¼
Pn

k¼1
Xik¼Xjkj j

n
ð5Þ

Where |Xik = Xjk| is 1, otherwise it is 0. The distribution of all similarities for a
given data set is a characteristic of the organization and order of data in an n -
dimensional space. This organization may be more or less ordered. Changes in the level
of order in a data set are the main criteria for inclusion or exclusion of a feature from
the feature set; these changes may be measured by entropy [33]. The algorithm in
question compares the entropy for a set of data before and after deleting attributes. For
a data set of N instances, the measure of the entropy is (Eq. 6).

E ¼ �PN�1
i¼1

PN
j¼iþ 1 Sij log Sij

� �þ 1� Sij
� �

log 1� Sij
� �� � ð6Þ

The steps of the algorithm (Table 1) are based on sequential backward ranking, and
they have been successfully tested on several real world applications.

A ranking process may be stopped in any iteration, and may be transformed into a
process of selecting features, using the additional criterion mentioned in step 4. This
criterion is that the difference between entropy for F and entropy for Ff should be less
than the approved threshold value to reduce feature fk from set F. A computational
complexity is the basic disadvantage of this algorithm, and its parallel implementation
could overcome the problems of working with large data sets and large number of
features sequentially.

Table 1. Algorithm steps [33]
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4.3 Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs)

EDA algorithm is a stochastic search technique based on population, which uses a
probability distribution model to explore candidates (instances) in a search space [25,
26]. EDAs have been recognized as a strong algorithm to optimize. They have shown a
better performance in comparison with evolutionary algorithm, in problems where
these have not presented satisfactory results. This is mainly due to the explicit nature of
the relations or dependencies between the most important variables associated with
some particular problems that are estimated through probability distributions [27, 28].

Table 2 shows the EDA algorithm; in the first place an initial population of indi-
viduals is generated. These individuals are evaluated according to an objective or
aptitude function. This evaluates how appropriate each individual is as a solution to the
problem. Based on this evaluation, a subset of the best individuals is selected. Thus,
from this subset it is learnt a probability distribution to be used to sample another
population [27].

This kind of genetic algorithms are stochastic search techniques that evolve a
probability distribution model from a pool of solution candidates, rather than evolving
the pool itself. The distribution is adjusted iteratively with the most promising
(sub-optimal) solutions until convergence. Hence, they are also known as Estimation of
Distribution Algorithms. The generic estimation procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.
Step (1) initializes the model parameters h. Step (2) is the loop that updates the
parameters h until convergence. Step (3) samples a pool S of n candidates from the
model. Step (4) ranks the pool according to a cost function f (�) and chooses the
top-ranked into B. Step (5) re-estimates the parameters h from this subset of promising
solutions [32]. EDA [30, 31] approximately optimizes a cost function by building a
probabilistic model of a pool of promising sub-optimal solutions over a given search
space. For very-high dimensional search spaces, storing and updating a large popula-
tion of candidates may imply a computational burden in both time and memory.

Table 2. EDA Algorithm pseudo-code [29]
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4.4 Bootstrapping Algorithm

An option for a suitable feature selection of is to perform an exhaustive search, but this
entails a high complexity that makes it inaccessible. The methods of feature selection
must perform a search among the candidates of subsets of attributes, these may be:
complete, sequential or random. The complete search also known as exhaustive search,
helps to find the optimal result according to the evaluation criteria used; the problem is
its high complexity (i.e. O(2n)) that makes it inappropriate in case the number of
attributes (n) is high. The random search does not ensure an optimal result, starts with a
subset of randomly selected attributes and proceeds, from it, with a sequential search or
randomly generating the rest of candidate subsets.

Bootstrapping algorithm replicates all of the classification experiments a large
number of times and estimates the solution using the set of these experiments. Because
this process is based on random selection, there is a probability that there will be some
data from the original set that is not used and others that are involved in more than one
subset. Bootstrapping algorithm is divided into four stages: generate subsets of attri-
butes, evaluate each subset, update the weights of each attribute and order them by their
weight [35].

In the first stage, the subsets of attributes are generated; each subset will contain a
maximum number of attributes that randomly select among the original dataset (there
cannot be the same attributes). Each subset is generated independently of the previous
one (here can be similar subsets). Both the generated subset number and the maximum
number of attributes contained in them will be established by the user.

The evaluation phase consists of classifying the original dataset with each of the
subsets of attributes generated in the previous stage. The result is to assign to each
subset a goodness, which is the percentage of success of each of the classifications.

In the update, the weights of the attributes of the original data set are assigned. The
weight of an attribute is the benefits average of the subsets that contain that attribute.

The last step is to organize the attributes of form descendant according to their
weight. This phase generates a list that will be the classification returned by the process.

The difference between the bootstrapping algorithm and the exhaustive method is in
the first stage. For example, the exhaustive method with K = 1 generates a subset for
each feature of the original set. However, if we choose a value of K = 2, a subset is
generated for each pair of possible features. Therefore, this first step for an exhaustive
method depends on the value of K, whereas in the random method it depends on the
number of experiments and the maximum number of features. The Table 3 show
bootstrapping algorithm, this algorithm divides into two tasks. First, RankingGenerate,
is the main function and has as input parameters: the classification method that is used
to evaluate each subset of features chosen U; the set of features to be treated X; the
number of experiments to be performed Ne and the maximum number of features that
will intervene in each Na experiment. This function generates a single output parameter
L, which corresponds to the feature ranking obtained by applying the features selection
algorithm. For this purpose, the RankingGenerate function sort the attributes according
to their weight. To calculate this value, for each feature ai, the average of the success
percentages resulting from applying the classification method U on those subsets that
contain the feature ai is calculated. Second, to obtain these subsets of attributes we use
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the SubsetGenerate function, where each subset is chosen randomly with an equally
random size (greater than 1 and less than or equal to Na) so that there is no duplicate
attribute in the same subset.

In [36] the authors motivate by the fact that the variability from randomization can
lead to inaccurate outputs, they propose a deterministic approach. First, they establish
several computational complexity results for the exact bootstrap method, in the case of
the sample mean. Second, it shows the first efficient, deterministic approximation
algorithm (FPTAS) for producing exact bootstrap confidence intervals which, unlike
traditional methods, has guaranteed bounds on the approximation error. Third, develop
a simple exact algorithm for exact bootstrap confidence intervals based on polynomial
multiplication. Last, provide empirical evidence involving several hundred (and in
some cases over one thousand) data points that the proposed deterministic algorithms
can quickly produce confidence intervals that are substantially more accurate compared
to those from randomized methods, and are thus practical alternatives in applications
such as clinical trials.

5 Results

5.1 Decision Trees

You can see that they have totally different behaviors and the reasons are:
Soybean dataset: shows behavior in which a low percentage of feature is selected,

the highest percentage of selection and the maximum of selected attributes does not
exceed 70%. This problem has been called the curse of dimensionality.

Table 3. Bootstrapping algorithm pseudo-code
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Chess dataset: the behavior of these data is totally opposite to the Soybean dataset,
since it covers the largest amount of attribute space. Means that most data is relevant
and only begins to be deleted with a high features selection percentage.

5.2 Entropy Measure for Ranking Features

For test, this algorithm we used a dataset of four features (X1, X2, X3, and X4) with
one thousand instances. Features contain categorical data; therefore, we are used the
hamming distance to compute the similarity (Eq. 5) between the instances and then the
entropy is computed (Eq. 6). The result generates that the feature X3 is the least
relevant; since in computing the difference between the total entropy and the entropy
without the feature three, it is the one closest to 0. Therefore, X3 must be removed from
the dataset.

5.3 Estimation Distribution Algorithms (EDAs)

We used one dataset applied to solve the classical OneMax problem with 100 variables,
using a population size of 30 and 1000 maximum number of evaluations, and 30
candidates per iteration. For the execution of the EDAs algorithm, used Orange Suit
with the widget Goldenberry. The result show in the Table 4 [38]. The OneMax is a
traditional test problem for evolutionary computation. It involves binary bitstrings of
fixed length. An initial population is given. The objective is to evolve some bitstrings to
match a prespecified bitstring [39].

5.4 Bootstrapping Algorithm

DNA dataset: Results focused on the time it uses bootstrapping algorithm is directly
related to the number of subsets selected; this is where the algorithm uses most of the
time. Since the number of attributes is high, the number of subsets to generate affects
the performance of this. The algorithm generates a ranking and chooses the percentage
of attributes that are in better positions according to the ranking (Table 5).

Table 4. EDA applied result
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CHESS Dataset: Feature selection with bootstrapping algorithm is very similar to the
NURSERY dataset, in that most have a very similar ranking, because the entire space
of possibilities is covered. The big difference between these two datasets is that the
CHESS occupies a considerable time in the selection, since, first, it has more instances,
second, each attribute has 8 possible values, and third the class has 18 possible values
that increases the benefits of the naive bayes classifier (Table 6).

NURSEY Dataset: The test with a selection percentage of 80% eliminated the features
6 and 7, because the Naive bayes classifier provided these features with the lowest
benefits, thus, when generating the ranking based on the weights granted according to
this classifier, the dataset presents a deletion of the features mentioned above, these
represent little relevant attributes, in the case of the finance feature, which contains the
lowest number of classes in the set of attributes and next to social represent the last
places in the ranking generated by the algorithm, which corresponds to the remaining
20% of the number of features of the dataset (Table 7).

Table 5. DNA dataset test

Selection Features selection Quant Time

0% 90 1 144 seg.
5% 6, 16, 29, 74, 92, 115, 127, 142, 163 9 143 seg.
30% 1, 2, 7, 10, 15, 17, 20, 21, 30, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 47, 48,

52, 56, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 72, 73, 75, 84, 85, 95, 97, 98,
101, 108, 109, 110, 115, 116, 123, 125, 126, 128, 136,
139, 144, 146, 148, 149, 152, 155, 158, 165, 168, 176,
177

54 145 seg.

80% 1–9, 11–28, 30–42, 44–55, 59–62, 64, 66, 67–71, 73–76,
78–80, 82–94, 96, 97, 99–105, 107–119, 122, 125–131,
134, 137, 139–145, 147–151, 154–156, 158–160, 162–
164, 166–177, 179, 180

144 145 seg.

Table 7. Nursey dataset test

Selection percentage Features selection Quantity Time

30 1, 4 2 2.6 seg.
80 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 6 3 seg.

Table 6. Chess dataset test

Selection percentage Features selection Quantity Time

50 2, 3, 5 3 13,7 seg.
80 1, 2, 3, 4 4 13,7 seg.
90 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 5 13,9 seg.
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6 Conclusions

Decision trees are used as an algorithm to feature selection are a good option. However,
it must be taken into account that: the data set must be categorical, only applies for
predictive problems, which limits the field of applications, and if the dataset is
incomplete, the selection is not considered as good.

Feature selection based entropy measure for ranking features is applicable only to
descriptive tasks, limiting the field of application just like decision trees. Its main
weakness lies in the high complexity since it makes a comparison combining all the
instances. As for the EDAs, these enjoy a good reputation within the feature selection
algorithms; however, it has some weaknesses, such as: redundancy in generating the
dependency trees, in free code applications has only been done with languages inter-
preters, and there is limited evidence of having used multivariate data.

The concept of randomness used by the Bootstrapping algorithm for the selection
of features establishes the possibility that, due to the very concept of randomness, the
algorithm presents unexpected results at some point, as opposed to its speed of exe-
cution. The ideal would be to use algorithms that indicate if the result generated by the
algorithm is acceptable. It is emphasized that the Bootstrapping algorithm has a good
behavior with large volumes of dataset.
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